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Abstract
We investigate the existence of biases, in particular the so called splitting bias, in
a real environmental decision analysis case. The splitting bias refers to a
situation where presenting an attribute in more detail may increase the weight it
receives. We test whether the splitting bias can be eliminated or reduced through
instruction and training. The case was the regulation of a lake-river system and
the test group consisted of university students and local residents. The test
groups carried out attribute weightings with different value tree structures.
Our results show that the splitting bias remains a real threat. In the weighting
experiments most students avoided the bias. However, nearly all of the local
residents showed a systematic splitting bias so that the total weight of the
attributes grew in proportion to the number of sub-attributes included. We discuss
ways to eliminate the biases by balanced problem structuring.

Keywords: Environmental decision making, multicriteria decision analysis,
splitting bias, structuring
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1. Introduction
Decision analytic value tree evaluation of goals, objectives and alternatives has
become common practice in environmental decision making and policy analysis.
For references and examples see e.g. Hämäläinen (1992), Marttunen and
Hämäläinen (1995), Miettinen and Hämäläinen (1997), Hayashi (2000), Hobbs
and Meier (2000), Gregory et al. (2001), Hämäläinen et al. (2001), Janssen
(2001), Kangas et al. (2001), Schmold et al. (2001), Bell et al. (2001), and Kiker
et al. (2005). The reports on decision analysis studies easily focus on the
common observation that decision makers have been very satisfied with the
approach. However, in practice the reliability of the results is seldom considered.
Due to the growing importance of environmental decision analysis, we need to
better understand the potential problems, too (see e.g. Bell et al. 2001,
Rauschmayer 2001, Wenstøp and Seip 2001, Leskinen and Kangas 2005).
These include the role of the analyst (Brown 2005), biases and procedural
mistakes one can face in weight elicitation (Keeney 2002) as well as the
interpretation of the criteria weights (Hämäläinen and Salo 1997). The effects of
attribute ranges are also a related issue and a potential source of problems (von
Nitzsch and Weber 1993, Fisher 1995). Moreover, there is no guarantee of the
convergence of the results with different weighting methods (Stillwell et al. 1987,
Pöyhönen and Hämäläinen 2001). There exists a number of cognitive biases
caused by the structure of the value tree which one should try to avoid in
practical applications, see Weber et al. (1988), Borcherding and von Winterfeldt
(1988),

Weber and Borcherding (1993), Baron (1997), Pöyhönen and

Hämäläinen (1998), Pöyhönen et al. (2001). In environmental problems the
effects of the model structure are most important as there often are alternative
possibilities for the structuring. Naturally we would like to work with models and
weighting procedures which are not sensitive to the structure. These behavioural
issues are finally receiving some attention also in the introductory texts on
decision analysis (e.g. Hobbs and Meier 2000; Belton and Stewart 2002). There
are already some environmental studies taking the possibility of biases into
account see e.g. Pöyhönen and Hämäläinen (2000), Bell et al. (2001),
Bojórquez-Tapia et al. (2005), Marttunen and Hämäläinen (2006). However, so
far these biases have not been studied systematically on an individual level or
with a real life case. Our aim is to investigate how the structure of the value tree
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affects the relative importance of different objectives in an environmental decision
context when the decision makers have good instructions and direct feedback
about the results. Can the threat of biases be avoided in this way?
The case considered was the development of a new regulation policy for the
Päijänne-Kymijoki lake-river system. An important part of the process was to
introduce new methods into public participation (see Marttunen and Hämäläinen
1995, Hämäläinen et al. 2001, Mustajoki et al. 2004, Marttunen and Hämäläinen
2006). Value tree analysis and personal decision analysis interviews were among
these. We felt it was also important to study whether it would be possible to avoid
or reduce the possible biases through training and proper instructions.
The subjects consisted of local citizens living in the Lake Päijänne area called
stakeholders in the text as well as university students. The university students
acted as a reference group having taken a course in decision analysis.
Our main focus is the splitting bias as it is likely to be very easily present in
environmental applications where value trees of different structure and detail are
typically tested and evaluated before selecting the one to be used. The early
studies on biases have been based on group averages with student subjects
(Weber et al., 1988; Borcherding and von Winterfeldt 1988), while our recent
analyses of (Pöyhönen et al. 2001, Pöyhönen and Hämäläinen 1998, 2000) were
based on individual responses. The present study is the first one which
investigates biases in a real life case and with real stakeholders too. In addition
we also study whether the splitting bias can be avoided or reduced through
preparatory training and instruction.

2. Biases and research hypotheses
2.1 Systematic splitting bias
The splitting bias refers to the phenomenon where adding new subattributes to a
branch in a value tree produces an increase in the overall weight of that branch.
In this study we shall try to find out if people produce this in a systematic way.
We study the relationship between the relative magnitude of the splitting bias and
the number of attributes in each branch of the value tree. If the decision maker
shows no splitting bias, the weight ratios of the overall weights for different
branches of the value tree should remain constant. However, if the weight ratio
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grows in proportion to the ratio of the numbers of attributes then the decision
maker follows a systematic splitting bias (see Figure 1).

wenv

wenv

wecon

wecon

No splitting bias

nenv

nenv

necon

necon
Systematic splitting bias

Figure 1. The effect of the number of attributes on the ratio of branch weights.

Consider, for example, variations of the value tree (Figure 2) with two main
branches, the environment and the economy, and with a different number of
subattributes in each branch. Let us assume that we elicit weights on the lowest
level and obtain the upper level weights as sums of the twig level weights for
each branch. If the responses are nonbiased, the ratio of the total weight of the
attributes in the environment branch wenv and the total weight of the attributes in
the economy branch wecon, i.e. wenv/wecon should remain constant. If, however,
there is a systematic splitting bias, the weight ratio wenv/wecon grows in proportion
to the ratio of the number of attributes in these two branches i.e. nenv/necon , where
nenv is the number of the attributes in the environment branch and necon is the
number of the attributes in the economy branch. Figure 1 illustrates the effects of
these two behavioral patterns.
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Variation in water level
Recreation
Recreational fishing
Reproduction of fish

Environment
Nature

Dense bay vegetation
Shoreline vegetation

Hydropower

Hydropower
Floods, agriculture, industry

Economy
Other economy

Floods, summer residences
Transportation
Commercial fishing

Figure 2. The value tree used in the experiment.

The magnitude of the splitting bias may vary between the branches of the value
tree. In the Lake Päijänne decision model the value tree is first divided into two
branches, the environment and the economy. Usually, the economic attributes
are easier to measure. In this study, for example, they are all described in terms
of money. Clear and understandable measures for the environmental attributes
are often more difficult to find. Also the different measures for the environmental
attributes are seldom commensurable.

2.2 Swapping of attribute levels
Another phenomenon examined is the effect of the order of the attributes. In the
Lake Päijänne case one of the major questions is how to aggregate the impacts
in the Lake Päijänne area and those in the downstream areas and in the River
Kymijoki.
Figure 3 shows the two different ways of structuring the problem. Many
environmental problems involve similar choices as the impacts are often
geographically distributed and the interests of the stakeholder groups vary
regionally. If the analysis is reliable the choice between these two models should
not yield significant differences in the resulting weights. To our knowledge this
question has not been studied before.
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Attribute 1

Lake Päijänne
Attribute 1

Lake Päijänne

Attribute 2

River Kymijoki

Attribute 3

Lake Päijänne
Attribute 2
River Kymijoki

Attribute 1
River Kymijoki

Lake Päijänne

Attribute 2
Attribute 3
Attribute 3

River Kymijoki

Figure 3. Swapping attribute levels - two different ways of structuring the Lake
Päijänne case.

H1:

The splitting bias does exist

H2:

The systematic splitting bias does exist

H3:

The splitting bias can be eliminated by taking a course on decision
analysis

H4:

The splitting bias can be eliminated through good instruction before the
weighting

H5:

Visual feedback in weighting will eliminate the splitting bias

H6:

The magnitude of the splitting bias will be larger when the environmental
attributes are split than when the economic attributes are split

H7:

In a real problem the real stakeholders will be better able to eliminate the
splitting bias

H8:

The order of the attribute has an effect on the resulting weights

Table 1.

Research hypotheses of the experiment
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3. Experiment on interactive weighting
3.1 Weighting method
Our idea was to use a weighting method which practitioners would probably use
themselves for value tree analysis. The trade-off method (Keeney and Raiffa
1976, Keeney 2002) was not considered as it is not typically applied with
hierarchical models. The basic simple multiattribute rating technique (SMART)
(Edwards 1977) is perhaps the most commonly used weighting method in
practice. In this method one first selects the attribute of least importance and
assigns it a certain number of points (typically 10). Then all the other attributes
are given points relative to this reference. The SWING method (von Winterfeldt
and Edwards 1986) is very similar to SMART. It explicitly refers to and compares
the ranges of the attribute outcomes. The most important change from lowest to
highest outcome is used as the reference for the comparison and it is typically
given 100 points.
In this experiment the weighting was done with the SWING method where one
explicitly refers to the attribute ranges. The reason for using SWING rather than
SMART was that we assumed that the decision makers would find it easier to
compare changes in the ranges with respect to the most important attribute
rather than to the least important one as is done in SMART. Weighting was
nonhierarchical except for when the so called swapping of attribute levels effect
was studied.

3.2 Subjects
The subjects participating in the experiment were 30 students enrolled in a
course on decision analysis at the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) and
local citizens and stakeholders from Asikkala, a small town situated in the
southern end of Lake Päijänne. The students were volunteers and they were not
given any extra credit for participating. In this way we expected to reduce the
number of unmotivated test subjects and attract those who would be interested in
the task itself.
The students were familiar with both the SWING weighting method and the
splitting bias. They had had a lecture on the splitting bias and the range effect a
month earlier and they had weighted a job selection problem related to these two
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biases. They were also familiar with the Lake Päijänne regulation case as it had
been used during the course in weighting assignments. The students had been
given roles of different stakeholders and they had structured the problem and
weighted a value tree with various weighting methods. In the current experiment
they were told either to use their personal opinions or the imagined opinions of
the stakeholder roles they played. In the Asikkala community we had four citizen
groups each consisting of approximately 10 persons and they worked in separate
sessions. The first group consisted of students from the local high school. Two of
the groups were from a vocational agricultural school and one group consisted of
adult stakeholders who represented recreational fishing and boating interests.
Additionally there were environmental experts from the Finnish Environment
Institute as well as two summer residents. None of these subjects had previous
familiarity with decision analytical modelling. In the beginning of the session the
Lake Päijänne regulation problem was presented. Then the subjects were taught
the basics of value tree analysis including the principles of the SWING weighting
method. The last part of the instructions covered the different value trees used in
the experiment. The subjects were warned of the possibilities of biases.

3.3 The weighting tasks
The value trees used in the experiment were variants of the basic value tree used
for the real Lake Päijänne regulation study. All participants used the computers
interactively by themselves but two assistants were present to help with technical
problems. The subjects were also explained the results they got throughout the
experiment. The sessions lasted approximately 60 - 90 minutes. The subjects
participating in the experiment had not been involved in the structuring of the
value trees. This caused some discussion as some of them did not think the
value tree fully represented their personal view of the regulation problem.
At the time of this experiment the real Lake Päijänne project had not yet been
completed, and thus some of the impact data was still missing. Thus the subjects
were given illustrative ranges of impacts which were realistic in magnitude for the
attributes (Table 2). We did not consider the uncertainties in the outcomes.
As the aim of the experiment was to find out whether biases can be reduced with
training and instruction the subjects were told to pay close attention to the
structure of the different value trees. They were explained how one easily
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allocates excessive weight to the split attributes or to impacts categories that
have a detailed description compared to more aggregated ones. In each case,
they were encouraged to adjust the weights according to the true importance of
each attribute range. They were also shown examples how the splitting bias can
occur.
Attribute

Worst

Best

Variation of water level

30 cm

0 cm

Recreational fishing

0%

20 %

Natural reproduction of fish

0%

30 %

Dense shallow water vegetation

20 %

0%

Shoreline vegetation

0%

25 %

Hydroelectricity production

-5 MFIM

0 FIM

Flood damages for agriculture and industry

0.3 MFIM

1 FIM

Flood damages for summer residences

1 MFIM

2 FIM

Transportation

-0.1 MFIM

3 FIM

Commercial fishing

-0.5 MFIM

4 FIM

Table 2.

Ranges of the attributes used in the experiment.

In the beginning of the weighting task, the subjects were shown prints of the
value trees and the table of the ranges of the attributes (Table 2). The interactive
computer interface was built on the Excel spreadsheet program (see Appendix).
The aim was to make the customized interface very easy to use. The points for
the attributes could either be entered as numbers or by using a scroll bar with the
mouse. The subjects could see both the points they gave as well as the resulting
weights as graphical bars.
Each weighting task was presented on an Excel sheet of its own. The experiment
was divided into three stages. At the ends of these stages the subjects were
shown their weights. The first part compared twig level weights to upper level
weights (Figure 4). The second part studied the splitting of attributes in value
trees (Figures 5 and 6). The order in which the value trees were presented was
randomized. The third part studied the swapping of the attribute levels (Figure 7).
The order of the two value trees was randomized.
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After the two weighting tasks in the first part the subjects were asked whether the
sums of the twig level weights or the upper level weights represented their
opinion better.
Variation in water level
Recreational fishing
Reproduction of fish

Environment

Dense bay vegetation
Shoreline vegetation
Hydropower
Floods, agriculture and industry

Muu talous ???

Economy

Floods, summer residences
Transportation
Commercial fishing

Figure 4. The value trees in part I: twig level weights vs. upper level weights.

Variation in water level
Recreation

Recreational fishing
Reproduction of fish

Muu talous ???

Nature

Dense bay vegetation
Shoreline vegetation

Economy

Economy

Figure 5. The environmental attribute is split into two (ENV2) and five (ENV5)
sub-attributes while the attribute economy remains aggregated.

In the second part the subjects weighted four different value trees (ECON5,
ECON2, ENV5, ENV2, see Figures 5 and 6). The trees consisted of one attribute
in one branch of the value tree and either two or five attributes in the other
branch. In order to minimize the effects of learning, the order in which the trees
were split was randomized so that the order was either ECON5, ECON2, ENV5,
ENV2 or ENV5, ENV2, ECON5, ECON2.
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Environment

Variation in water level

Hydropower
Hydropower
Floods, agriculture and industry

Muu talous ???

Other economy

Floods, summer residences
Transportation
Commercial fishing

Figure 6. The economic attribute is split into two (ECON2) and five subattributes

(ECON5)

while

the

attribute

environment

remains

aggregated.

Flood damages

Lake Päijänne

Flood damages

Lake Päijänne

Vegetation

River Kymijoki

Flood damages

Lake Päijänne

River Kymijoki

Vegetation

Vegetation

River Kymijoki

Figure 7. Swapping the order of the attribute levels.

3.4 General observations about the experimental setting and
interviews
Some of the stakeholders had strong feelings against the regulation in general
and it was blamed to be the cause of many undesired impacts on the
environment, some of which were in fact not related to the regulation in any way.
A common misbelief was also that the power companies are able to decide the
regulation policy by themselves.
The expectations about the new regulation policy were also rather unrealistic.
Many stakeholders seemed to think that ending the regulation would result in
their ideal: A stable water level throughout the year and, at the same time, a
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significant increase in the fish catch. People also had difficulties in thinking of
impacts which were currently not present. For example, many people felt that
flood damages were not an important issue as they were under control with the
current regulation policy.
The cognitive load of the test seemed to be quite high for many stakeholders.
Yet, most of them seemed concentrated when listening to the main impacts of
the regulation. Also it seemed that the basic idea of the SWING weighting
method was understood quite well. However, already the description of the
different structurings of the value trees seemed to confuse many stakeholders.
In the experiment, the number of different value trees was probably too high. The
stakeholders had problems especially with the environmental attributes for which
the measures were given in percentages. Compared to the students, the majority
of the stakeholder subjects were at first also somewhat afraid of using the
computers by themselves.

3.5 Summer residents and environmental experts
The experiment was repeated with two summer residents of Lake Päijänne and
three environmental experts from the Finnish Environmental Institute. One of
these experts also had a summer cottage at Lake Päijänne.
The summer residents were selected for the interviews because we also wanted
to have stakeholder subjects with urban professions and a higher level of
education. Both summer residence owners chosen for this interview are in
managerial positions in their work and are experienced in making decisions in
complex settings. Both interviews took place in their own offices with a similar
introduction as was given to the stakeholders in the Asikkala community.
Also three employees of the Finnish Environmental Institute completed the
experiment. Two of them had worked with the Lake Päijänne regulation case and
were familiar with the basics of value tree analysis as well. All three subjects
used the computers themselves. Two adopted the roles of some stakeholders to
make the weighting easier for them.
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4. Results
H1:

The splitting bias does exist:
Yes, all stakeholders and some of the students showed a splitting
bias in their responses

H2:

The systematic splitting bias does exist:
Yes, all except for one of the stakeholders produced this. Only some of
the students had a systematic splitting bias in their responses

H3:

The splitting bias can be eliminated by taking a course on decision
analysis:
Yes, the students who attended a course on decision analysis
had clearly less biased responses than the stakeholders

H4:

The splitting bias can be eliminated through good instruction before the
weighting:
Not supported. Even though the stakeholders were explained the risk of
the splitting bias before the weighting, they could not avoid bias.

H5:

Visual feedback in weighting will eliminate the splitting bias:
Not supported. The majority of the subjects exhibited a splitting bias
even though the interface used provided direct visual feedback.

H6:

The magnitude of the splitting bias will be larger when the environmental
attributes are split than when the economic attributes are split:
Not supported. The splitting bias was not larger when the environmental
attributes were split than when the economic attributes were split.

H7:

In a real decision problem real stakeholders will be better able to
eliminate the splitting bias:
Not supported. The students were able to avoid the splitting bias
better than the stakeholders

H8:

The order of the attribute levels has an effect on the resulting weights:
Not supported. The swapping of attribute levels did not produce
clear differences in the weights.

Table 3.

Summary of the results for different hypotheses.

4.1 Splitting bias
The results clearly support hypotheses H1 according to which the splitting bias
does exist. In this experiment, the division of an attribute normally increased the
weight of that attribute. Only in few cases the attribute weight slightly decreased
but this is probably explained by too strong of an attempt to avoid the bias.
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Based on the results, the university students can be divided into four groups: (i)
those who had practically no bias, (ii) those who had a moderate bias, (iii) those
who had a clear bias and (iv) those who over adjusted while trying to avoid the
bias. These four groups were similar in size.
Direct visual feedback provided by the computer interface did not prevent the
splitting bias. Thus hypotheses H5 does not gain support. The results did not
support hypotheses H6 either.
There was no difference in the magnitude of the splitting bias when the
environmental attributes were split or when the economic attributes were split.
This would suggest that the cause for the splitting bias is not the lack of good and
clear measures for the environmental attributes, but some human tendency to
give similar weights to all the attributes presented or the inability to separate the
importance of attributes of closely similar type.
Splitting

Students

Stakeholders

ENV - ENV2

8%

26 %

ENV2 - ENV5

9%

21 %

ECON - ECON2

7%

35 %

ECON2 - ECON5

11 %

36 %

Table 4.

Average changes in the weights after the attribute is divided. The
difference between the two groups of subjects can be seen clearly.

In this part of the experiment, the differences between the stakeholders and the
students were very clear. Figure 8 shows that, in the average total weights, the
splitting bias does exist in both groups and the effect of the bias is always to
increase the weight of the divided attribute. For the stakeholders the magnitude
of the bias is significantly larger. Thus, the real problem owners were not better in
avoiding the bias and hypotheses H7 is not supported.
According to these results Hypotheses H3 is supported. Attending a course on
decision analysis did help to eliminate the splitting bias. Hypotheses H4 is not
supported because all of the stakeholders had instructions before the experiment
but still had a significant splitting bias in their responses.
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VALUE TREE
1.0

EC2
EC5
ENV2
ENV5

0.75

wenv
0.5

0.25
Stakeholders

Students

0.0

Figure 8. Group averages of the total weight for the attribute environment (wenv)
in different value trees. If the results would be nonbiased, the weight
would be equal for all value trees. Both the stakeholders and the
students exhibit a bias, but for the stakeholders the magnitude of the
bias is larger.

One explanation for this difference is that the students participating in the course
on decision analysis were interested in the weighting method and the origin of the
biases and could thus better adjust their responses. On the other hand, most of
the students felt that they did not have any real opinions about the impacts in the
Lake Päijänne regulation problem. So in the weighting they may have
concentrated more on the arithmetics of their responses in the weight elicitation
than on their actual subjective responses. A number of students even overadjusted so that the combined attributes rather than the split got a higher weight.
Some of the students, indeed, admitted that they were doing arithmetic
calculations in order to answer consistently.
The existence of the splitting bias was also investigated with a multifactor
analysis of variance. The test statistic was the total weight of the environment.
The factors used were the different value trees (ECON2, ECON5, ENV2 and
ENV5) and the group (students and stakeholders). Table 5 shows the results of
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this analysis. The weights did depend significantly on the value tree used (pvalue = 0.000) but not on the group (p-value = 0.11).

Source Term DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F-Ratio

Prob.
Level

Power
(α=0.05)

A (group)

1

0.1769

0.1769

2.63

0.109

0.126

B(A)

67

4.5051

6.72E-02

C (value tree)

3

5.1159

1.705

149.59

0.000*

1.000

AC

3

1.7882

0.596

52.29

0.000*

1.000

BC(A)

201

2.2913

1.14E-02

S

0

0

Total
(Adjusted)

275

14.798

Total

276

* Term significant at alpha = 0.05
Table 5.

Analysis of variance table for the total weights of the economy in
value trees ECON2, ECON5, ENV2 and ENV5. The weights obtained
with various trees differed significantly (p-value = 0.000).

4.2 Systematic splitting bias
In the first two parts of the experiment the subjects weighted six value trees of
different structures. In these value trees the ratios of the numbers of the
environmental and economic attributes (nenv/necon) were 1/5, 1/2, 1, 1, 2 and 5. If
the decision maker has no splitting bias, the weight ratio of the total weight for the
environment and the economy (wenv/wecon) remains constant in all six value trees.
Whereas, if the decision maker has a systematic splitting bias, then the weight
ratio grows in proportion to the ratio of the number of attributes.
In our experiment, 17 out of the 30 students were able to adjust their responses
and showed no bias. For them the weight ratios for the environment and the
economy (wenv/wecon) remained constant in all six value trees. However, the other
students did show a systematic splitting bias. They followed a pattern in which
the weight ratio grows linearly with the ratios of the number of attributes. Of the
39 stakeholders, 38 produced the systematic splitting bias. One of them had a
significant bias which did not follow any systematic pattern. These results support
hypotheses H2. The systematic splitting bias does exist.
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w env

7

w econ

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

1

2

3

5

4
n
n

Student

w env

7

w econ

6

env
econ

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

1

2

3

4

5
n

Stakeholder

n

env
econ

Figure 9. Examples of the weight ratios as function of the ratios of the number
of attributes. For the student the weight ratios are constant and thus
there is no bias. For one of the stakeholders, however, the weight
ratio increases and this represents a systematic splitting bias.

4.3 Possible explanations for the splitting bias
In the SWING weighting method the highest number of points given is typically
100. If the decision maker for some reason decides that the smallest possible
number to be used is fixed, then the splitting bias is likely to occur automatically.
Pöyhönen et al. (2001) describes this in detail.
In the stakeholder group there were some subjects whose range of points given
was so limited that the splitting bias could not have been avoided. Figure 10
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shows frequency distributions of the smallest points used. In the student group
everyone using only even tens produced a clear splitting bias. This can, however,
be a sign of weak motivation and lack of interest in adjusting the responses
carefully, rather than a real response scale effect.
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15

10

10

5

5

0

5

15

25

35

45

55

0

5

1

Students

25

35

45

55

Stakeholders

Figure 10. Frequency distributions for the smallest points used in the weightings
in flat weighting, upper level weighting and when weighting value
trees ENV5, ENV2, ECON5 and ECON2.

The limited use of the scale is seen in the fact that all elements in one branch are
typically given very similar points. This could reflect the thinking pattern that "all
environmental variables are (equally) important". Figure 11 shows an example of
this. In the stakeholder group this kind of behavior was common. If the magnitude
of the numbers given to split attributes remains the same as the number given to
the whole branch then this will always lead to the splitting bias.
What can cause this kind of behavior is an interesting question. One explanation
could be that the decision makers trust the problem structure too much, i.e. the
value tree presented to them. They may follow some general heuristics that when
different attributes are compared against each other, they are always of the same
magnitude of importance and could thus be given equal weights. The interested
reader could see Gigerenzer and Todd (1999) for a description of different
heuristics humans often use. Our observation is similar to that found by Fischoff
et al. (1978) in their fault tree experiments. Their subjects seemed to be too
confident about the fault tree presented and underestimated the importance of
what had been left out. Similarly, in our experiment the subjects may have
thought that everything presented in the value tree deserves to get some or a fair
amount of importance. In the case of extreme differences in importance, one
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could also think that the decision makers feel that in the elicitation procedure
there is a lower limit (e.g. 10) above which all the numbers given should remain.
The points given by a university student who was able to avoid the splitting bias
are shown in Figure 12. One sees that he has extended the range of numbers
given so that the smallest number used was 5. When the environmental
attributes are split, he is able to give more points to the attribute economy so that
the weight ratio of the environment and economy has remained almost constant.
It is clear that such adjustments require a lot from the decision maker. In our
experiment none of the stakeholders were able to do this. The situation becomes
problematic especially with graphical interfaces. Representing the number 100
together with small numbers like 5 is difficult because the difference in the size of
the resulting bars becomes so large. This is an important phenomenon to be
considered when using decision support software with a limited resolution on the
screen.

4.4 Twig weights vs. upper level weights
The twig weights given at the lowest level of the value tree and upper level
weights for the environment and the economy (see value trees in Figure12) were
also compared. This comparison was done using the total weights for the
environment and the economy. In the group average there was no difference at
all between these sets of weights. For a large part of the subjects, especially the
students, the weights obtained in flat twig level weighting and upper level
weighting were very similar. Some of the stakeholders, however, had very
significant differences in these weights. One observation was that in these
weightings the attribute 'environment' often received more weight than the sum of
the subattributes in the environment branch.
The symmetry of the value tree (see Figure 13) may explain why the two
weighting methods yield similar weights. As both branches had five subattributes
and as the total weights for the environment and the economy were close to 0.5,
differences were not very likely to appear. This issue should be studied further
with less symmetric value trees.
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Figure 11. Points given in SWING weighting by a stakeholder when the main
attributes were split. The points given to an attribute and its split
subattributes are similar in magnitude. This leads to a typical splitting
bias where the weight of the split branch increases.
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Figure 12. Points given by one of the students in SWING weighting when the
main attributes are split. The adjustment is done by using low points
for the split attributes (left) and by increasing the points for the unsplit
attribute (right). In this way the splitting bias is nearly avoided.

Figure 13. Value tree used in the swapping of attribute levels experiment. The
tree is symmetric in the sense that both branches consist of 5 lowest
level elements.
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Students

Stakeholders

Flat weights

11

19

Upper level weights

7

12

Table 6.

Students' and stakeholders' responses to the question which weights
described their opinion better, the sums of the flat weights or the
weights given directly at the upper level.

4.5 Swapping of attribute levels
The effect of the order of the attribute levels was studied by weighting the
simplified value trees shown in Figure 7. The results did not change significantly
either with the students or the stakeholders. Thus hypotheses H8 cannot be
supported.
The effect of the order of the attribute levels was examined through multifactor
analysis of variance. The test statistic used was the maximum weight ratios
obtained in the two value trees. The p-value for the effect of the value tree was
high (p = 0.29) implicating no differences in the weights. There was not a
significant difference between the groups (stakeholders or students), the p-value
was 0.5.

Source Term DF

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F-Ratio

Prob.
Level

Power
(α=0.05)

A (group)

1

9.36

9.358

0.46

0.50

0.076

B(A)

61

1237

20.29

C (value tree)

1

5.562

5.562

1.16

0.29

0.116

AC

1

8.5E-02

8.50E-02

0.02

0.89

0.051

BC(A)

61

292.8

4.8373

S

0

0

Total
(Adjusted)

125

1545

Total
126
* Term significant at alpha = 0.05
Table 7.

Analysis of Variance table for the maximum weight ratios for weights
obtained for the two value trees.
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One should note that, in our experiment, the differences in the weights were
easily avoided by following a very simple rule: "keep the points the same". For
example, Lake Päijänne was always given 100 points and the River Kymijoki 70
points. These same scores could be used on the other level too so that the flood
damages always received 100 points and the shoreline vegetation 70 points. This
kind of behavior would have eliminated the differences in the weight for the two
value trees. Our results were based on simple value trees. However, we cannot
say what would have happened if the structure of the value tree had been more
complex. This also remains a topic for future research.
After having weighted the value trees, the subjects were also asked which
approach they preferred. No generally preferred approach emerged. The regional
division first and second got equally much support.

4.6 General observations
The stakeholders had different kinds of difficulties in the weighting than the
students. In the interviews many of the stakeholders said that they had difficulties
because they felt that all the attributes were very important to them. On the other
hand, many of the students did not find any attributes to be of any importance to
them. Probably partly because of these two reasons, the average weights of all
subjects were divided equally among the ten lowest level attributes. This can be
seen in Figures 14 and 15. Compared with the stakeholders, the students had
slightly more variations in their weights.

0.14
0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
A1

Figure 14.

A2

B1

B2

B3

C

D1

D2

D3

D4

The average weights of the students for the 10 lowest level
attributes obtained in flat weighting.
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0.12
0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
A1

Figure 15.

A2

B1

B2

B3

C

D1

D2

D3

D4

The average weights of the stakeholders for all ten attributes
attained in flat weighting.

It is interesting to observe that in the economy branch, where everything is
measured in money, the weights do not reflect the attribute ranges. There are
significant differences in the magnitudes of the attribute ranges but still, for the
majority of the subjects, all attributes attain weights that are very similar in
magnitude. For example, the attribute hydroelectricity production (C) has a 50
times larger range than the attribute transportation (D3). Yet, in the stakeholders'
group averages transportation attains a larger weight than hydroelectricity
production.
It is unlikely that the only explanation would be that the subjects did not look at
the attribute ranges when they were giving scores to the attributes. It seems to
matter a lot who gets the economic benefits or carries the costs.
The results of the summer residents with managerial professions also ended up
with a typical splitting bias. Their results were similar to those of the other
stakeholders. The two experts of the regulation problem only produced a
relatively small bias.

5. Discussion
The results show that there is a serious threat posed by the possibility of the
splitting bias. In our experiment the splitting bias could not be eliminated among
the stakeholders by instruction or by direct interactive feedback of the results in
weights elicitation. Practically all of the stakeholders participating in the
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experiment demonstrated a clear splitting bias. Moreover, a new result was that
their splitting bias was found to be systematic. This means that the weight of an
attribute grew in proportion to the number of its subattributes. Of the university
students who had participated in a course on decision analysis, only a few had
this systematic splitting bias. The majority of them could either avoid the splitting
bias or the bias they had was very moderate.
The effects of instruction can be seen in the difference between the results of the
students and the stakeholders. However, the results may also reflect the fact that
the students did not find the decision problem to be important for themselves.
Thus another explanation for their good results can be that they did not try to
express their real opinions but concentrated only on avoiding the bias by
computing the consistent responses.
The cognitive burden of the experiment was rather heavy for the stakeholders.
Thus, an open question remains how much better the stakeholders could have
avoided the bias if they had had more time to familiarize themselves with the
method and the origins of the cognitive biases. For example, having the
instructions and the experiment in separate sessions might have improved the
stakeholders’ results.
One of the findings of this experiment is that there is a clear difference between
results for real stakeholders and those found for university students. In the
decision analysis literature most experiments have so far been carried out with
university students. Our results would suggest that it is not enough to run
experiments with students if one wants to find out all the behavioral phenomena
related to decision modeling.
If the decision makers have difficulties in understanding the method correctly
then both the role of the facilitator and the computer interface used in the
weighting procedure become very important.
The results of this study would support the use of hierarchical models in the
problem representation. Hierarchical weighting instead of nonhierarchical
weighting allows comparison of only elements that are on a similar level of
importance. This can help to eliminate the splitting bias and it also leads to
comparing attributes in smaller clusters. In hierarchical weighting the open
question is how difficult do the decision makers find it to compare the different
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branches of the value tree on the upper levels. In these comparisons the
interpretation of attribute ranges within a branch becomes rather complicated.
Earlier research by Stillwell et al. (1987) suggests that hierarchical weighting
produces steeper weight differences. There is clearly a need to study hierarchical
and nonhierarchical weighting more thoroughly in real applications.
One possible way to avoid the splitting bias could be the use of some other kind
of simple preference elicitation technique such as ranking. People can be prone
to giving ordinal information even if the elicitation questions are related to
cardinal orders (see e.g. Pöyhönen et al. 2001). The attractiveness of ranking
based methods was noted early when the SMARTER technique was proposed
(Edwards and Barron 1994, Barron and Barrett 1996). Unfortunately, SMARTER
produces the splitting bias automatically by itself because of the way the weights
are computed as centroids. However, recently the derivation of weights in
methods based on incomplete information has been improved and generalized.
The techniques based on Preference Programming (Salo and Hämäläinen 2003)
such as PAIRS (Salo and Hämäläinen 1992), PRIME (Salo and Hämäläinen
2001) and RICH (Salo and Punkka 2005) do not use centroid type approaches.
However, the price to be paid is that one needs to be satisfied with intervals of
overall scores or additional rules have to be used to get point estimates. One
could also think that weighting methods which are based on averaging a
redundant set of simple pairwise comparisons, such as the AHP (Saaty 1980),
would be less prone to the splitting bias. All of these ideas naturally need further
studies with experimental tests. Since publicly available software exists
(Hämäläinen 2003), it would be natural for practitioners to carry out experiments
on these alternative approaches.
Based on the results of this experiment it is difficult to say whether the order of
the attribute levels affects the resulting weights. For the majority of the subjects
the weights were similar with both value trees. On the other hand, the value trees
used in this part of the experiment were very small and perhaps too simple. As
the order of the attribute levels is an important question in environmental decision
models, this is an area which also needs further research.
The results of our study do indeed raise serious concerns about the reliability of
the numerical results of MCDA models especially in environmental decision
making. In these problems we usually have many alternative ways to structure
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the value tree and it is most concerning if each could produce different attribute
weights and results. In decision aiding we as the professionals should have high
ethics, acknowledge the problems and develop ways of guaranteeing that the
help we provide is critically evaluated and correctly understood (Brown 2005).
We should not sell our tools blindly as reliable approaches.
However, we should not underestimate the value of the learning process created
by the MCDA analysis and DA interviews. This always remains very important but
we have to be very careful when a prescriptive approach is taken. The explicit
consideration of the ranges of attributes in the decision context opens the big
picture and is likely to be a major contributor to the improved communication and
learning. These considerations would not usually be done without the explicit
attempt to numerically elicit the attribute weights.
It is interesting to note that in the contingent evaluation literature we also have a
counterpart of the splitting bias. It is the so called part-whole bias disaggregation
effect or embedding effect. For related discussions see Kahneman and Knetsch
(1992), Carson and Mitchell (1995) and McDaniels et al. (2003). One possible
explanation for the splitting bias could be that we tend to follow a heuristic where
all the factors at hand are considered relatively equally important. Then the
splitting of any one attribute would naturally increase its importance. Then the
heuristic would suggest that the real reason for the splitting is not an academic
exercise but a real observation that the original attribute was underweighted as it
carries two equally important subattributes.
If the natural tendency is to follow an equal weights heuristic then we should
really keep this in mind when structuring the value trees. They should be
relatively balanced and hierarchically weighted so that intermediate level
aggregated attributes would be used to adjust the weights of lower level
attributes.
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Appendix
Screenshots of the computer interface used in the experiments
Tasks: First choose the most important change. Assign it 100 points. Give points to other changes
reflecting their relative importance with respect to the most important one.

COMPARISON A
Painota kriteerit s.e. anna 100 pistettä mieluisimmalle

Points

Weight

Variation of water level

43

0.08

Recreational fishing

65

0.11

Reproduction of fish

54

0.09

Dense bay vegetation

76

0.13

Shoreline vegetation

100

0.17

Hydroelectricity production

45

0.08

Flood damages, industry and

23

0.04

Flood damages, summer res

56

0.1

Transportation

87

0.15

Commercial fishing

23

0.04
0

COMPARISON B

Points
Environment

Weight

100

0.61

Variation of water level
Recreational fishing

0

Reproduction of fish

0

Dense bay vegetation

0

Shoreline vegetation

0

Economy

65

Hydroelectricity production

0.39
0

Flood damages, industry and
Flood damages, summer res
Transportation
Commercial fishing
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